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It is shown that if G is a deterministic ETOL system, there is a nondeter- 
ministic log space algorithm to determine membership nL(G). Consequently, 
every deterministic ETOL language is recognizable in polynomial time. As a 
corollary, all context-free languages of finite index, and all Indian parallel 
languages are recognizable within the same bounds. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently considerable interest has been shown in questions concerning the 
complexity of the membership roblem for various types of L systems3 In 
van Leeuwen (1975a) it is shown that there is an ETOL system G such that 
the set L(G) is ~/'~-complete. Opatrn3~ and Culik (1975) showed that EOL 
membership could be determined by a DT IME (n 4) algorithm, and Sudborough 
(1976) gave a DSPACE((logn) 2) algorithm (based on a construction in 
van Leeuwen (1975b)). Sudborough also gave a DSPACE(log n) algorithm for 
membership n any deterministic EOL language. 
In this paper we show that membership in L(G) for a deterministic ETOL  
system G may be determined in NSPACE(log n) and hence that L(G) is also 
recognizable by a deterministic polynomial time algorithm. 2 This indicates that 
1 We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts concerning L systems and 
time- or tape-bounded Turing machines (e.g., see Hopcroft and Ullmann (1969) and 
Herman and Rozenberg (1975)). Also, let DSPACE(S(n)) denote the family of sets 
accepted by deterministic ofttine multitape Turing machines which operate in space 
S(n) on inputs of length n. NSPACE(S(n)) is defined analogously for nondeterministic 
machines, and DTIME(S(n)) and NTIME(S(n)) are similarly defined for the time 
measure. 
2 It has come to our attention that T. Harju has independently obtained a polynomial 
time recognition algorithm for deterministic ETOL languages. His paper "A Polynomial 
Recognition Algorithm for the EDTOL Languages" is to appear in Elektronische 
Informationsverarbeitung und Kybernetik. 
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recent attempts to find an ~/'~-complete deterministic ETOL  language are 
quite unlikely to succeed, since this would imply ~ ~ ~ = NSPACE(log n), 
a major breakthrough in complexity theory. 
A consequence of the main theorem is that every Indian parallel language, 
and every context-free language of finite index is in NSPACE(log n) (see 
Salomaa (1973) for definitions). It is unknown whether every context-free 
language is in NSPACE(log n), and has been for some time. Thus our results 
enlarge the known extent of the intersection of NSPACE(log n) with the context- 
free languages. 
THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let G = (V, ~ ,  a l ,  27) be a fixed propagating determinstic ETOL  system, 
where V = {a 1 , a2 ,..., a~}. The problem is to determine whether an arbitrary 
word x ~ 27* is in L(G) .  Let n = I x 1, and let # ~ V. 
DEFINITION 1. An assignment (of subwords of x to symbols in V) is any 
p-tuple (x 1 ,..., x,) where each x i is either # or a subword of x. The notation 
2 is used to abbreviate (x 1 .... , x~). 
DEFINITION 2. An assignment 2 is said to be consistent if there is a table 
sequence T 1,..., T~ ~ such that for each i ~ 1,...,p either x i = # or 
a i :=~T1...Tm Xi  . 
Remarks .  Suppose ~ ~*  x. Since G is deterministic, every occurrence of 
of a symbol a i in ~ must derive the same subword of x. Thus we can construct 
an assignment 2 from ~ by letting x¢ be the subword derived from a i if ai occurs 
in a, and letting x i = # if a i does not occur in ~. Our algorithm operates by 
nondeterministically simulating a derivation by G, arid storing only the assign- 
ment corresponding to the current sentential form, rather than the sentential 
form itself. Clearly it is necessary to show that this procedure is valid, i.e., that 
any sequence of assignments obtained this way in fact corresponds to some 
derivation. 
Any subword of x can be identified by its starting and ending positions 
within x, and so within 0(log n) bits. Since p is fixed, it follows that an entire 
assignment can also be stored in O(log n) space. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 2 and :f be assignments. By definition ~-~ 3~ if there is 
a table T~ such that for i = 1, . . . ,p ,  if Yi  ~ #,  then y~ = xilxi2 "" x i~,  
where a i -~  ai l  ' "  ai7 ° is the unique ai production in T. 
LEMMA 1. Let  X and  ~] be assignments. I f  2 is consistent and  .~--~ a] then ~] 
is also consistent. 
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Pro@ Let T t "" T~,  T and ai -+ aq "" ai~ be as in Definitions 2 and 3. 
I f  Y i=/=# then a~raq ' "a i~r~. . . r=Xq" 'x i~ =y i .  Thus for each i, 
yi @ # or a i ~rr . . . . r= Yi, which means that 07 is consistent. [ ]  
Define Alph(a) to be the set of all letters which occur in ~, for any ~ ~ V*. 
LEMMA 2. Let ~, fi ~ V* be such that ~ ~r  fi : : :~TI'"T m X, and let ~ be a 
consistent assignment such that for each i, al ~rl...r~, xi i f  ai ~Alph(~), and 
xi = # otherwise. Then there exists a consistent assignment ~ such that ,~-+ 
and for  each i, ai ~TTt.. .T~Yi i f  a i ~ Alph(a), and Yi = # otherwise. 
Pro@ Define for all i 
Yi - -  xq "'" xi~ if ai ~ Alph(a) and ai --+ ai~ "'" ai~ is in T 
----- # if a~ ¢ Alph(@ 
Note that ai ~ Alph(a) implies that aq,.. . . ,  ai~ ~ Alph(/3), and therefore that 
xi~ =/: # for 1 ~ r ~ k. It  is now immediate that j satisfies the conditions of 
the statement of the lemma. 5 
LEMMA 3. x z L(G)  i f  and only i f  there exists a sequence of assignments 
~a) _~ ~(2) _+ ... __+ ~<~) such that g(1) = (b 1 ,..., b~), where bl = ai i f  ai ~ Alph(x) 
and b i -= # otherwise, and ~(~) = (x, #, . . . ,  #) .  
Proof. The " i f"  part is immediate from Lemma 1. Now suppose 
a~ ~ % ~ .-. ~ ~2 ~ % = x. Note that 2(11 is consistent and satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2 with empty T 1 -'- Tm, a = %,  and/~ =- ~1 • Thus there 
is a consistent 2(2) such that 2 m --~ 2(2). The remaining 2(jl are obtained in the 
same way. []  
THEOREM. For each deterministic ETOL system G, L(G)  is in NSPACE(log n). 
Proof. Without loss of generality G is propagating (see, e.g., Nielsen et al. 
(1974)). By the preceding 1emma, membership may be determined as follows: 
fo r i :=  t topdo  
xi :=  i f  a i ~ Alph(x) then ai else #;  
x := (xl .... ,x~);  
whi le ~ # (x, #,... ,  #)  do 
begin Pick assignment j at random 
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At most two assignments must be stored at any time, which by earlier remarks 
can be done in O(log n) space. []  
CONSEQUENCES 
COROLLARY 1. Any determinstic ETOL  languages is recognizable in poly- 
nomial time. 
This is immediate, since it is well known that NSPACE(Iog n) _C ~.  However, 
the usual construction for this requires at least time n c~, where c is a positive 
constant and p is the size of the alphabet of G. This is a definite contrast o the 
situation for context-free or EOL languages, which have membership algorithms 
which operate in time O(n 2'sx) and O(n4), respectively, regardless of G. Also, 
it may be of interest o note that the nondeterministic algorithm above operates 
in time bounded by a polynomial whose degree is independent ofp.  
COROLLARY 2. Every Indian parallel language is in NSPACE(log n). 
COROLLARY 3. Every context-free language of finite index is in NSPACE(log n). 
Proofs. Immediate from Theorem 2 of Skyum (1974) and Theorem 6 of 
Salomaa (1974). 
COROLLARY 4. There is a deterministic ETOL language which is NSPACE 
(log n) complete. This is immediate from Sudborough (1975). 
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